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I N T ROD U C TOR Y

One of the main and most important features of the
property, owned and operated by the TRANS-CONTINENTAL
TRANSPORTATION AND MINING COMPANY, is its transporta-
tion and railroad possibilities. For this reason I
have discussed this part of the enterprise at length,
which would not have been necessary if the mining
facilities alone had to be considered.
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HOLDINGS OF THE COMPANY

The property of the Trans-Continental Transportation and Mining
Company oonsists of eighty-three (83) mineral olaims, one hundred and
sixty (160) aores of plaoer ground, three (3) mill sites, oovering the
oreek for a distanoe of 6,600 feet, three tunnel sites, oovering 9,000
feet, and one hundred (100) aores of valuable timber land. The total
ground of the property oovers about five hundred and fifty (550) acres.

G E 0 G RAP H Y

The property is situated in the Argentine Distriot, Upper Clear
Creek County, about 7& miles in a westerly direction from Georgetown.
A good wagon road conneots the ground with Georgetown and the property
is also oonneoted by telephone with the long distanoe wires. The
altitude of Georgetown is 8,593 feet, and that of the entrance of the
Vidler Tunnel is 11,000 feet. The property is best reaohed from Denver
via the Colorado and Southern Railroad.

Soon after leaving Golden, the train enters the famous Clear
Creek Canon, where so many prospectors, in the early days, have faoed
the perils and adventures of unknown fields in quest for precious
metals. The trip through Clear Creek Canon is one of the sights of
Colorado, and the construction of the railroad is an everlasting mon-
ument to the skill and ability of the engineers, who devised and built
the same.
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At the "Forks" a branch line extends for a distance of a few miles
to Central City, Black Hawk and Nevadaville, into the famous "Kingdom of
Gilpin," the smallest county in Colorado, and a "Kingdom" indeed, for it
has a record of production of $200,000,000 of ore.

The next stop is made in Idaho Springs, one of the most active
and most prosperous mining towns in the United States. From the train
we can see; as we pass along, the surface workings of such famous mines
as the "Sun and Moon," "Silver Age," "Gem Extension," "Seaton" and many
others, as well as the gigantic workings of the Newhouse Tunnel.
Further up we pass the "Stanley" mine and get a glimpse of the well-
known "Lamartine" and "Fremont" mines. All of these mines have produced
millions in the past, and have made their owners wealthy and are still
continuing to produce and ship without interruption.

Idaho Springs not only enjoys the reputation of being a prominent
mining town, but, on account of its picturesqueness and enviable posi-
tion, it is fast getting to be known among the tourists in search of
rest and health. Its mineral waters are, to my mind, far superior to
those of Manitou. This fact is being realized and exploited and Idaho
Springs' future is assured.

After leaving Idaho Springs, we soon reach Empire and Lawson, two
camps, which, in the early days, were enormously active and have recent-
ly come into renewed prominence. More will be said of these UDder the
history of the district. It is an important fact, however, and of great
credit to the District, that one of the most able mining operators in
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the world has bought extensive holdings here, and is exploiting a large
territory with great success and on a very large scale.

Up to this point the train has been following continuously the
creek and gorges of the canon, but now we enter into a large park
and as we descend into the same, we can see Georgetown nestling in the
distance.

Georgetown lies fifty miles west of Denver and while Denver has
an altitude of about one mile, we have now reached an altitude of 8,593
feet. Here we leave the train, although the railroad still continues
for another mile or so to Silver Plume, over the famous branch, known as
"The Loop." This ride over the "Loop" amid such wonderful and inspir-
ing scenery, is worth the three hours' trip in itself. Hundreds of
thousands of passengers make this trip every year and never tire of it,
and the Colorado & Southern Railroad has great difficulty in coping with
the heavy passenger traffic, especially on fine summer days.

Georgetown is the county seat of Clear Creek. Its population
during the most prosperous years numbered 12,000. Its location is most
fortunate .and attractive and its climate simply superb. The possibili-
ties of Georgetown are enormous, not only from a mining point of view,
but also for transportation purposes and as a pleasure and health resort.
This fact is being realized and also Georgetown's future is assured.

The mines of Georgetown and Silver Plume have become famous.
We continue our journey from here either by wagon or on horseback. We
psss the "Centennial" mine and soon after, the big "Colorado Central"
mine, which has had a production of over $10,000,000. The road is in

" .



any part of the world.
After a brisk ride of nearly eight miles, we reach the Argentine

District. It is quite impossible to describe our feelings and our
impressions after reaching the foot of the Argentine Pass--the highest
wagon road in the world 13,160 feet. These gigantic mountains, with
their awe-inspiring snow-capped peaks, are so majestic, so overwhelming
and ,grand, that one feels utterly crushed and almost afraid to exclaim
one's admiration especially when one realizes that there are millions
of dollars stored in these mountains. Millions have been taken out in
the past and are still exposed in the various mines, and we need only
enter some of the properties belonging to The Waldorf Mining and Milling
Company, which joins this property on McClellan Mountain, to imagine
ourselves, as some people have said, in Nature's Jewelry Shop.

We can see these enormous veins crop out on the surface, often
having a width of from 100 feet to 200 feet and we can trace them for
many miles. After finally passing the Sidney Tunnel and the Wilcox
Tunnel, we reach what I would call the "Horseshoe" basin and the en-
trance to the Vidler Tunnel at the foot of the famous Argentine Pass.

Here our journey ends, and if we wish to reach the other side of
the mountains, better known as the Continental Divide, we have, at
present, to ascend the Pass. This is a fearful climb and is often a
hazardous undertaking. The Continental Divide derived its name from the

-9-

excellent condition all the way up and the view becomes more wonderful
as we gain in height, and I must admit that this trip to Argentine i~
one of the most inspiring it has ever been my pleasure to make in

,



fact thEt 1 rivers and creeks having their sources on the Eastern
slope find their way to the Atlantic basin, while all those generating
on the Western slope find their way to the Pacific basin.

The view from the top of the Divide is sublime. I consider this
panorama of the Rockies one of the most wonderful in the world.
Mt. Evans and Gray's Peak, the highest mountain in Colorado, seem only
a stone's throwaway. Far to the south we see Pike's Peak and away on
the horizon in front of us we can clearly see Mt. Sneffles and the
mountains of Ouray. From the top of the Pass we can look straight down
into Summit County and we notice mines everywhere and are at once im-
pressed with the fact how these properties are almost entirely cut off
from any sort of transportation as well as from the smelters and mills,
and we then realize how rich these mines must be if they can work so
successfully in spite of such adverse conditions.

Only thirty miles distant and almost in front of us is Leadville,
one of the biggest mining camps in the world. It seems a short distance
only, nevertheless, in order to reach it, we have to return to Denver
and undertake a long and round-about jourpey via Colorado Springs and
Pueblo--a tunnel through this Pass is thus at once suggested.

-10-
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6. Entrance to Vidler Tunnel 17
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HIS TOR Y

Clear Creek County has the distinction of having first attracted
the Iminers and prospectors to Colorado, on account of the first gold
haviing been discovered here in the late 50's.

Camps like Idaho Springs, Empire, Lawson and Georgetown. sprang
up o~ver night and excitements soon followed, bringing thousands into
thisl district. Old surface workings (as will be more fully explained
undeDr Geology) were fabulously rich in native silver and gold, yet
littlle attention was paid to gold in those days, Some of the earliest
disccoveries near Georgetown were the famous "Colorado Central" mine,
"Severen-Thirty"and "Pelican-Dives;" near Empire and Lawson, the famous
"Red 1 Elephant" mines and near Idaho Springs the "Fremont," "Lamartine"
and ""Stanley" mines, It is a fact that during the greatest excitements,
men wwere paid $10 an hour simply to watch location stakes until the
claimms could be properly recorded in the Land Office. Georgetown, in
partLicular. became a most prosperous town, and no wonder, for some of
the ssurface workings netted the miners hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The ores must have been fabulously rich. Otherwise, I do not see
how tthe early operators could have realized such fortunes. Silver, to
be tr;rue.was twice as high as it is now, yet no allowance was made for
lead,!, and smelter charges were from three to four times as high as th~
are tto-day; so were the freight charges and labor, and ores containing
zinc: could not be handled at all. These facts speak for themselves, and
a fewlw figures, showing the early disadvantages of mining in comparison
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1902
$0 M

04
12
13
55
55

20 00
3 65
4 00

25
2 75
4 00
1 25
6 00
2 50

with our up-to-date methods and facilities, which will prove how rich
the ore must have been in order to have been mined at a profit, will
make this point clearer still,

1870
$0 40

25
60

1 00
3 00
3 00

60 00
20 00
20 00
3 00
4 00

12 00
5 00

60 00

Steel, per pound .
Iron, per pound .
Rope. per pound .
Giant Powder, per pound .
Giant Caps, per 100 .
Fuse, per 100 feet .
Lumber, per 1,000 feet............ .
Candles, per box .
Nails, per keg ......... . .
Coal Oil, per gallon .
Miner's Wages, per day .
Teaming, per day .
Milling Charges, per ton .
Smelting Charges, per ton .
Freight Rates, per ton 25 00

$217 25 $45 86

Thus, we see that only the very highest grade ore could be treated in
the ea~ly days and anything running less than $50 per ton was practi-
cally worthless and had to be thrown on the dump.
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Consequently, we find to-day vast accumulations of ore on the
dlifferent properties containing millions of tons of ore that can now be
haandled profitably.

Gradually the railroads found their way into the District.
Simeltersand mills were erected. Supplies and labor became more reason-
alble. The camp settled down to a more business basis and millions of
d(ollarswere produced during the following years, up to the early 90's.
Tlhen came the panic, which was soon followed by the silver crisis. and
tlhese financial difficulties paralyzed the entire district, as it
aftfected almost every mining district in the United States. Many oper-
attors lost confidence and faith and abandoned their properties. Many a
prroject under way. as well as the very project this company is now
unndertaking, were abandoned on account of the financial depression, and
beecause the immediate future of the district did not justify the same to
bee carried out. Even after the country had recovered from these finan-
eiial difficulties, it was very slow work to regain lost confidence.
Ewerybody said "silver is down," and it never occurred to these people
tlhat at the same time lead, copper and zinc were going up and that gold
waas more than ever in demand. that freight and smelter charges were con-
tjinuously growing lower, owing to the improved methods of milling and
tzreating low grade ores. But these were not all the reasons. Silver
haaving lost its favor, everybody was in quest of gold. Excitements like
tlhose of Cripple Creek, Creede and San Juan soon followed and carried
awway many of the best operators of this district. Consequently, many
off the best mines have been lying idle for years and are now partly
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filled with water. Nevertheless, the output of many a property, as well
as the activity of the entire district, has greatly increased during
most recent years for the simple reason that the safety as well as the
economy with which mining can be carried on in Clear Creek County has
not only been realized but fully established and not only are many of
the owners resuming operations on their mines, which in many cases they
had foolishly abandoned, but much local and also foreign capital is now
being invested here in order to carryon operations on a much larger
scale and more economically than was possible in former years.

There is no district in Colorado, in fact anywhere, where mining

operations can be carried on so easily and cheaply; with Denver as a
market only from two to three hours away, with the best railroad
facilities at hand, with an abundance of the best and most reasonable
kind of labor, and mills and smelters at only a short distance away,
Clear Creek County forms one of the most ideal mining camps of the world
and this fact is being realized more and more every day.

The history of the Argentine District is the same as that of the
entire Clear Creek County. The surface ores were fabulously rich and
even to-day we very frequently find floats of solid silver and native
gold. One surface pocket alone netted its lucky finder $300,000.

The ·Stevens" mine, now owned and operated by The Waldorf Mining

and Milling Company, was one of the first mines in Colorado to be
operated on a large scale; it has produced $2,000,000. When the mine
was first operated there was no railroad within 700 miles. Mines like
the "Independence," "Paymaster," "Owsley" and "Commonwealth" were thus
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,

opened up, but owing to the very severe climate and the utter lack of
transportation facilities, individual operators were forced to abandon
their properties. It is, therefore, only within recent years that the
Argentine mining district has been, so to say, rediscovered.

Only a few years ago a prospector by the name of William Rogers
wandered across these mountains and located eleven claims on McClellan
Mountain. On his return to Georgetown, everybody laughed at him and
tried to explain to him that the geological conditions of the district
were such as to be most unfavorable to the formation of mineral de-
posits and, therefore, did not warrant the expenditure of anybody's
time and money for mining purposes.

The same was said of Cripple Creek ten years ago. Nevertheless,
Mr. Rogers opened up his property, which he called the "Santiago" mine,
in memory of Schley's victory of Santiago, and he soon struck a
magnificent body of ore, carrying high values in gold and only a short
time ago he sold his property for $175,000.

It is only two years ago that Mr. Vidler, realizing the wonderful
possibilities of this district, began to acquire his valuable territory
now owned and operated by the Trans-Continental Transportation and
Mining Company.

In connection with the short historical sketch of-the Argentine
District, it is interesting to note that the average market value of all
the ores mined and shipped from and above Georgetown is higher than from
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any other district in Colorado, as shown from the books of the only ore-
buying concern in Georgetown, as follows:

1891. $120.40

1892 108.70

1893............................................... 94.20

1894....... 90.40

1895............................................... 85.53

1896............................................... 82.20

1897.............................................. 95.00

1898... 99.30

1899............................................... 99.45

1900.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100.42

1901............................................... 96.32

Thus, the average value of all ores mined and shipped from Georgetown
and its neighborhood for the past eleven years has varied between $82.20

and $120.40 per ton.
The reason for such high values is that hardly any attention has

been paid to the concentration of the vast amount of low-grade ores in
this district and that for years only the high-grade or.smelting ores
have been shipped from the mines, while immense bodies of low-grade ore,



Gold $850 ,000

Silver 475,000

Lead. ............................. no, 000
Copper. ........................... 90,000 $1,525,000
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running anywhere from $10 to $30 per ton have been left in the mines or
thrown on the dumps,

Clear Creek County has produced in 1902:

Total $1,525,000

The dividends amounted during this year to exactly $450,000, the
ratio being 1-3, which is truly a magnificent showing.

The following figures speak well for the extraordinary confidence
shown in Clear Creek County by eastern capitalists.

$2,175,000 of outside capital was invested in the mines of Clear
Creek County in 1901, and the amount invested in 1902 is still greater.

Among other prominent men, Senator Elkins and Senator Hanna have
purchased large holdings in Silver Plume and are spending thousands of
dollars in the erection of a modern mill and in the development of their
property. Mr. A. E. Reynolds, already referred to as one of the great-
est mining operators in the world, has purchased the famous old "Red
Elephant" group at Lawson, for $200,000 and the Freeland Extension Group
was purchased for $300,000, etc., etc.
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CLIMATE

The climate of the entire Clear Creek County is such that mining
~an be carried on on a large scale throughout the year. Snowslides
lliavenever been known to occur. The Argentine District, however, is
mated for its fearful winds and consequently the pass over the Divide is
mpen only about three months in the year. The Telephone Company has
$tretched its wires to a point almost opposite the entrance to the Vid-
lier Tunnel and has then carried the line over the mountains by burying
tthe wires underground, since no telephone pole could withstand the
ggaies. A windlass also could not stand over night and cabins cannot
bbe erected on the side of the hill. These are the main reasons why
iindividual miners had to abandon their claims. They could only work
ffrom two to three months in the year and even then they had to overcome
eendiess obstacles. On account of these conditions, mining in this
ddistrict can only be carried on in a very large scale, and since shaft
ssinking is made impossible, the only way to exploit the territory is
bby tunneling.

The Waldorf Mining and Milling Company has demonstrated this fact
mmost successfully. It has consolidated many groups of mines all along
MMcCiellan Mountain, as seen on the accompanying map, and it is the
iintention of the management to connect all of the various mines above
wwith this main tunnel, that will have a length of 9,000 feet. Thus the
eentire property can be worked on a very large scale and as if it were
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one mine. This property has the making of one of the largest mines
in Colorado.

The Vidler Tunnel of the Trans-Continental Transportation and
Mining Company will do exactly the same, but it has many advantages over
any other tunnel in the district on account of its location being far
superior, which will be pointed out under a different heading.

G E 0 LOG Y

Owing to the extensive snow on the ground, it was impossible to
make a thorough study of the geology of the district, as far as the rock
formation is concerned. From past experience, however, I am at liberty
to say that the geology of the Argentine District and of this particular
property is that characteristic of the entire Clear Creek County, only
that such characteristics are here even more pronounced.

The foot walls, or southern walls, are generally in gneiss, while
the north or hanging walls are in porphyritic granite. Many dikes of
gray porphyry likewise traverse the country. Clay salvages border the
veins at some places and the gangue appears to be porphyritic granite.
At certain points, whe~e circumstances have favored decomposition, the
gangue is soft enough to be taken out by hand, The main constitutents
of the gangue are partly decomposed Quartz and Feldspar.

The veins are true fissure veins, have smooth walls, a gouge and
ore in streaks. Along these we find large bodies of mill dirt, or low-
grade brecciated matter made up of country rock. Thus we find that



the veins contain two distinct kinds of ore, namely smelting and
milling ore.

For the past thirty years, only the smelting ore has been mined,
while no attention has been given to the milling ore. The vast bodies
of milling ore that for years have accumulated on the dumps, or have
been left in the stopes and are exposed on the walls, deserve, there-
fore, special consideration.

The ore values in these veins are found in shoots, so that in some
places we find the values to be higher than in others. Past experiences
have proved these ore shoots to be very frequent and to be unusually per-
sistent in values with depth. The widths of the veins vary from five to
eight feet, and in many places are often much wider. The pay streaks,
containing smelting ore, are, of course, narrower, but often reach from
four to five feet across, while the rest is composed of milling ore.

The outcroppings of the veins are unusually strong and carry high
values. About eighty veins have been surveyed in the near vicinity
of this property and most of the same, like the "Paymaster," "Inde-
pendence," "Mendham," "Santiago," "Bullion" and "Owsley" go right
through this property and can be traced again on the other side of the
pass into Summit County. A striking and important fact is that some of
these veins have formed a strong mother lode extending from the north-
east to the southwest. This mother lode is very rich in gold values and
passes right through the property of the Trans-Continental Transporta-
tion and Mining Company. The general strike of the veins is from the
northeast to the southwest with a slight dip to the north.

-27-
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Coming from Denver, we notice first the mineral belt of Idaho
Springs, next that of Empire and Lawson, next that of Georgetown and
Silver Plume and finally that of the Argentine District.

By tracing this system of veins and studying the geological condi-
tions we arrive at the following conclusions:

That this entire belt is one and the same system and originated in
the Argentine District; that the values in gold. silver and zinc in-
crease as we proceed from Idaho Springs westward towards Argentine.

Thus the gray copper of Idaho Springs, which is unusually rich in
this district in gold and silver, is not as rich as the gray copper of
Empire and Lawson, and the latter is not as rich as that of Georgetown
and Silver Plume, and. the gray copper of Argentine is the most valuable
of all.

It is a noted fact that the veins become larger and wider as we
approach the Argentine District; tha~ the values become more persistent
and confine themselves mostly to the hanging wall. The ores here are
more concentrated; also much richer in lead.

Undoubtedly. the fissures of Argentine were formed prior to the
formation of those of lower Clear Creek County.

As has already been pointed out, the early miners of Gilpin and
Clear Creek Counties found enormous surface deposits. the values being
chiefly in native silver and gold. It was comparatively an easy matter
to mine and to refine this kind of ore. As the workings proceeded down-
wards, the ores became more and more sulphide in character and the
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milers saw themselves in many cases obliged to abandon their properties,
owng to their want of knowledge of handling this kind of ore.

Without going into lengthy description in trying to explain how
thE miners were taught to handle and to treat this kind of ore, it is,

ne;ertheless, important to explain the formation of these ore bodies and
to explain the often very sharply defined zones between the surface ore,
carrying metals in their native state, and the sulphide deposits at some
depth below. }"vu..1J/~--

It is an undisputed fact that after these great fissures were
formed through volcanic disturbances, the mineral was deposited in them
through hot solutions rising from below and following every Possible
channel of least resistance, and depositing their metallic contents

,
Iupon /

condensation by cooling, while nearing the surface and owing to the , .

specific gravity of the various metals. Thus, at one time, the charac-
ter of the deposit was the same from the surface down to great depth.

behind in a free and native state, while these waters carried all the

\\
tion, down and finally percolated to such a depth until the heat, caused
sulphide of copper and iron, as well as some gold and silver in solu-

~y the enormous pressure from above, would cause the same to rise again
often through the same fissures as before, depositing their contents
once more, thus forming a zone of secondary enrichment. At times the

f.
f
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same fissures were refilled but at a different point from where ore was
deposited before, causing the formation of shoots and also often giving

the vein a banded or ribboned appearance.
Lower Clear Creek County exposed at first its wealth of oxidized

ore to the miners. The deposits of Upper Clear Creek County in the
Argentine District. especially. however, are of a much older formation
and show little surface influence, at least much less than Lower Clear
Creek County showed in former years. for the simple reason that here
oxidization and corrosion have gone so far that the largest part of the
oxidized ore has been carried and weathered away. thus we find an un-
usually large amount of rich float near the creek and in the gulches,
and this also explains the formation of the wonderful placer deposits of
Breckenridge. Therefore. the sulphide deposits, which at one time
formed the re-enriched portion of the vein, have now reached the surface

and re-oxidization of the same is now going on.
I mention this in detail in order to point out how profitable it

will be to work the big ore bodies of this property by the tunnel. which
will cut all the veins at a depth of from 500 to 1500 feet, practically
in the richest portion of the same. while the character of the deposit
will be the same from the surface down to great depth.

MIN ERA L S

The minerals of the veins consist entirely of galena. a sulphide
of lead (PbS). carrying very high values in silver. occasionally also
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values in gold. This is the great ore of lead and silver and one of the
characteristic ores of Colorado.

Chalcopyrite, sulphide of copper and iron (CuFeS,).
Tetrahedrite, a sUlphantimonite of copper, also called gray cop-

per (CugSb,S,). This ore and Freibergite are noted for their rich values
in silver.

Proustite (Ag3AsS3), a sulpharsenate of silver, called ruby silver.
Polybasite (AggSbS6), a sulphantimonite of silver.
Pyrargerite (Ag3SbS3), another sUlphantimonite of silver, called

dark ruby silver.

Marcasite (FeS,), an iron disulphide, called white iron.
Iron Pyrites (FeS,), also a disulphide of iron and noted for its

values in gold.

Sphalerite (ZnS), sUlphide of zinc, called sometimes Black Jack.
The gold values in the ore seem to be confined to two recognized

zones, and in these the gold values are very high.

The "Santiago," "Independence" and "Bullion" mines of the Waldorf
Group, for instance, have always carried high gold values in their ores,
and since this belt goes right through the property of The Trans-Conti_
nental Transportation and Mining Company, the same values will, no
doubt, be encountered there. The gold confines itself more to the sili-
oious ores. Thus the district produces two classes of ores. First, the
slIver-lead ore, averaging from $40 to $50 per ton; and second, the
silicious ore, ranging from $75 to $300 per ton.
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The rich silver-lead ores of this district are very much in demand
by all the smelters, as they provide their own flux to such a very large
extent that they have become most valuable for mixing with refractory
ores from other districts. Thus the market value of the gold, silver
and lead in these ores is paid free of any smelter charges. The ores are
shipped to W. J. Chamberlain & Co.'s Smelting Works in Georgetown.

V I D L E R TUN N E L

From a Mining Point of View

The importance of the Vidler, or Horseshoe Tunnel, is realized by
examining the accompanying map. The Waldorf properties, the Santiago
Mine and the property of The Trans-Continental Transportation and Mining
Company are plainly shown.

The tunnel enters the Divide on its eastern side in Clear Creek
County and will pierce the mountain for a distance of 7000 feet and
come out on the western slope in Summit County.

The tunnel was started about two years ago by Mr. Rees C. Vidler,
personally, and the greater part of this enterprise has so far been con-
ducted by his own means. The tunnel, as already explained, is the only
method of exploiting and working this great mineral territory. It will
cut all the veins almost at right angles, and since the tunnel gains
in depth very fast, it will strike the veins at their most advantageous
point of attack. Whenever a vein is encountered, the same will be
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drifted upon to the north and south and will also be raised upon, so
that the ores can be blocked out and stoped for shipment.

It is evident, therefore, that by working all these veins through
one main channel, much time and expense can be saved, which could not be
done if each vein were worked separately from the surface.

This tunnel is already in about 350 feet, and since it has a grade
of 1%. it will naturally drain the entire property, so no expense will
have to be incurred for pumping purposes.

Near the mouth of the tunnel. which is located in the most shel-
tered place in the district. is a splendid cabin for the men. including
blacksmith shop, etc.

For the first 25n feet the dimensions of the tunnel are 10xlO
feet. The rest of the distance will be worked 8x8 feet. It is a very
easy matter to enlarge the tunnel at any time to any required size, but
for all present purposes 8x8 feet is sufficient.

It is most gratifying that about 300 feet from the mouth of the
tunnel, and about 300 feet from the surface, an excellent vein has been
struck, carrying high values in lead and silver. This ore has all the
characteristics of Argentine deposits. The hanging wall has not been
struck yet, as tbe vein is very wide and greater values will, no doubt,
be found near the hanging wall. All indications point to the fact that
the great "Colorado Central" vein, already mentioned in this report,
passes through this property, and much is expected when this strike is
made. The tunnel will not have to go very far before it reaches tEe
great gold-bearing zone of the district, which can be traced right
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across this property and beyond into Summit County and to the Montezuma,
Peruvia and Pennsylvania camps. Many of the wonderfully rich veins of
the Waldorf property also continue through this ground, as will be seen
by the accompanying map.

Sometime ago I had occasion to examine the underground workings of
the Waldorf Mines quite thoroughly, and to figure the ore exposed in the
various properties belonging to that Company. It is quite a usual oc-
currence that one can walk along exposed ore bodies for a distance of
500 feet, having a width of from 3 to 5 feet of solid ore, never running
less than $100 per ten and frequently $200 per ton. The ores exposed in
this property amount to many hundreds of thousands of dollars.

There is no reason why. under systematic development. the Trans-
Continental Transportation and Mining Company should not accomplish the

__same results and even more. With the necessary machinery i~stalled and
in running order, the daily progress of this tunnel should not be less
than 7 feet per day or about 200 feet per month. allowing for all con-
tingencies, break-downs and unusually hard rock, which, no doubt, will
be encountered from time to time. At this rate the tunnel should pro-
gress about 2500 feet per annum and should comfortably be completed
in less than three years.

The writer has not yet decided whether it would be more economical
to run the tunnel by contract or by day labor. I shall mention more
of this under "Suggestions and Conclusions."
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TIM B E R

The Company owns about 100 acres of very valuable timber land only
a short distance away from the tunnel. The supply of this timber is
much larger than the tunnel and all mining purposes will demand. It
has, therefore. been determined to erect a saw mill at the earliest
moment. so that the Company can cut its own timber at a very small cost
and a~ the same time sell timber to adjoining properties. so that by the
profits derived therefrom the Company will practically procure all its
timber free of cost.
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WATER AND WATER POWER

The Company owns very valuable water rights, and water power,
which takes in all of the water from Leavenworth Creek, the main source
of Clear Creek. It owns 6600 feet, in which distance a fall of 300
feet can be obtained. The dam, as shown in the illustration, has
already been constructed and sufficient power can be generated here to
operate, ventilate and light all the Company's properties at a
minimum cost.

COST OF THE VIDLER TUNNEL

Considering the unusual facilities the Company has for procuring
timber, and all the necessary power, at a most reasonable cost, this
tunnel starts at the outset with the possibility of being the most
economical tunnel ever constructed. Experiences, successes and failur~s
of other enterprises have greatly helped in formulating this enterprise.
Nevertheless, allowing for all possible contingencies, the tunnel should
not cost more than $200,000, and a very large part of this amount should
be derived from the exploitation of the various ore bodies encountered
in its course, so that the tunnel will, before long, have partly paid
for itself.
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"

COS T 0 F LAB 0 R

UNDERGROUND

Shift Bosses $3 .00 9 hours
Miners $2.50 to 3.00" "
Machine Men,............................... 3.50 II "

Machine Helpers . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00" II

Trammers $2.50 to 3.00" "
Timber Men 2.75 to 3.00" n

Timber Helpers , 2.50 If n

Pump Men, Pipe Men, Chain Gang, 3.00 to 3.25" "

TOP AND OUTSIDE

Engineers $3.00 to 3.75 "
Blacksmi th ............ 3.00 to 3.25 II

Blacksmith Helpers 2.00 to 3.00 II

Laborers. ................................... 2.50 "
Carpenters 3.00 to 3.25 II

Top Trammers................ ............... 2.50 "
Ore House Men............... 2.50 "

"

"

"
"

"
II

Note:--Contract for tramming in some instances on
the following basis:--25c to 35c per standard car,
short tram, and 40c per car long tram, contractors
furnishing horse and feed.
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Trammers behind machines get $3.00 per day. Engineer fire boilers
at some of the mines are paid by the month--$90 for day men and $70
for night men.

VIDLER TUNNEL

From a Railroad Point of View

While the tunnel promises very much as a mining enterprise, its
chief success and greatness lies in its transportation facilities for
freight and passenger purposes. By examining the accompanying map,
these features are easily explained. The present terminus of the Colo-
rado & Southern Railroad is at Silver Plume, but the road is already
graded to Graymont. The terminus on the other side is at Keystone,
reached from Denver via Como or Leadville.

The gap between Keystone and Silver Plume is thus all that remains
to be constructed in order to secure the shortest line from Denver to
Leadville. The construction of the Vidler Tunnel is the only way to
accomplish this. It will shorten the present shortest route between the
two cities by at least 75 miles, and will cut the time of travel by
seven to eight hours.

Mr. W. Jones, one of Colorado's able engineers, under whose super-
intendency the famous "Loop" line from Georgetown to Silver Plume was
constructed and operated, and who is, no doubt, better acquainted with
the railroad possibilities of this district than anybody else, writes
the following in regard to this enterprise:
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Denver, Colorado,
October 28th, 1902

Rees C. Vidler, M.E.,
Georgetown, Colorado.

Dear Sir:-
Replying to your recent inquiries relative to the feasibility of

constructing an electric or steam railway from Silver Plume, Clear Creek
County, to Keystone, Summit County, in the State of Colorado:

First, allow me to briefly inform you as to some of the existing
territorial and physical features in that section of our state, also of
the railway conditions that have prevailed there for a number of
years past.

Clear Creek and Summit Counties adjoin, the boundary line between
them being the Continental Divide. Argentine and Peru Mining Districts
adjoin, being in said counties respectively.

The sources of the South and Middle Forks of Clear Creek (on the
Atlantic SlOpe), and of the South and North Forks of the Little Snake
River (on the Pacific Slope), are near Argentine and Loveland Passes
respectively, with Gray's Peak between them and about equi-distant
from each.

Silver Plume is the present terminus of the C. & S. Railway from
Denver, via Georgetown. Keystone is the present terminus of the same
road from Denver, via Como (crossing the Continental Divide), Brecken-
ridge and Dillon; the last named town being the present terminus of the
D. & R. G. Ry. from Leadville, and is situated at the confluence of the
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Blue ud Little Snake Rivers. The foregoing mentioned railways are
all n~row gauge.

?hat portion of the C. & S. from Georgetown to Silver Plume and
Graymat. up to the Middle Fork of Clear Creek. was constructed and put
in opeation under my supervision in the years 1882-3 and 4. The
locat~n of the continuation of this line. through Loveland Pass and
down t,eNorth and South Forks of the Little Snake River to Dillon. hav-
ing ben completed. The extension from Dillon was in the years 1892 and
1893. et to contract and partially graded for a distance of ten or
twelve miles and track laid on the first three miles to Keystone. The
design being to ultimately connect Silver Plume and Dillon by rail, a
distanre of 30 or 35 miles by wagon road. This would secure to the
Union Plcific Railroad the most direct. hence the shortest, line from
Denver to Leadville; a very decided and desirous advantage over the
D. & R. G. Ry., which reaches Leadville by a circuitous and much
longer route.

The Dillon extension was abandoned in 1893, because of the finan-
cial depression which overwhelmed the entire country at that time, as
well as railway combinations and agreements which removed to a greater
or less extent the strenuous rivalry heretofore existing. By consult-
ing any ordinary railway map of the state, in connection with the
foregoing explanatory statements. the points embraced therein will
appear entirely clear.
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FEASIBILITY OF THE LINE

I deem it praoticable to construct a railway line, leaving the C,
& ~.Ry. at or from a point on the constructed grade above Silver Plume,
thmoe developing the line along the contour of McClellan Mountain,
ar~nd into the valley of the South Fork of Clear Creek; thenoe along
the northern mountain slope of said valley to the Vidler Tunnel, now
under construction, utilizing this enterprise to pieroe the Continental
Divide into Peru Mining District (Summit County); then in like manner
dom the Little Snake River to or near Montezuma and on, making avail-
ab~ the partially oonstruoted grade to Keystone.

TOURISTS' ROUTE

This line when oonstruoted will close the gap and constitute the
connecting link between Silver Plume and Keystone and as a soenio route
(taken as a whole) from Denver to Leadville, would be exceptional, em-
braoing the marvellous soenery of Clear Creek Canon, a trip over the
famous "Loop" and points from whioh extended views of imposing and
varied mountain and plains soenery oould be obtained, limited only by
the powers of vision.

COMMERCIAL ROAD

The oommeroial possibilities of such a road would be great, as it
would render easily aooessible the region of Argentine, East Argentine,
Peru and Montezuma Mining Districts, whioh are attraoting marked atten-
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tion from mining men and capitalists, afford, comparatively speaking,
quick and cheap transportation facilities, for mine supplies, heavy mine
machinery and mine outputs, low-grade or about $30 per ton ores, unmined
or remaining at the dumps which cannot under present conditions be
handled profitably by team or jack train twelve to eighteen miles, could
then be shipped with remunerations (profit). Dormant mines and other
properties would be developed into paying producers and mine operations
and exploration would receive augmented impetus, resulting in a greatly

increased output.
Very respectfully.

(Signed) w. JONES. C.E.

From the foregoing one can easily imagine what an enormous value
the tunnel will have, when completed, as a means of transportation. It
will open up an entirely new district, that for years has been awaiting
just such an opportunity. It will bring Leadville within easy reach of
Denver and Georgetown, and the royalties the Company will derive from
freight and traffic purposes will be great. It is evident that this
cheaper and better connection between Denver and Leadville will have
tremendous bearing upon the low-grade ores of Leadville. which are, at
present, unmarketable.

Besides, hundreds of thousands of people travel every year to see
the famous "Loop"--these same people would be only too willing to travel

=
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an additional 8 or 9 miles over one of the most beautiful spots in Colo-
rado to view one of the greatest panoramas of the world.

The ultimate size of the tunnel will be l6xl6 feet. Narrow guage
cars have a width of 6~ feet, so there will be absolutely no interfer-
ence to use the tunnel for mining and transportation purposes at the
same time. The entire grade of the tunnel will be 70 feet in 7000 feet.

All the railroad companies of the state are watching the construc-
tion of this enterprise with great interest, and in connection with this
it may be stated that Mr. Harriman is surveying a 7-mile tunnel through
the Sierra Nevada Mountains to cost $14,000,000, ~implY for the purpose
of reducing the time over his trans-continental road by 12 hours.
Mr. Harriman is also spending $6,000,000 to straighten the Union Pacific
track and thereby saving only 31 miles.
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The Famous Loop. Note the train; the road back to Argentine round Leavenworth Mountain
comes above the one the train is now on and about equally as high

above as this is above the track below.

-
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S U G G EST ION S

I would advise:

First: To immediately raise $100,000 with which to carryon ope-
rations on a very large scale and without interruption.

Second: To erect additjonal cabi s for the men and managers of
the concern.

Third. 0 erect all necessary machinery at the tunnel and at the
dam, the exact nature of the plant to be determined upon further inspec-
tion and investigation by the manager and engineer in charge.

Fourth: To erect a saw mill near the timber location for cutting
the required stulls, laggings, timber. etc.

Fifth: To erect sufficient ore houses where all ores mined during
the winter can be stored and sorted, awaiting shipment to Georgetown in
the spring.

Sixth: I would also suggest to engage day labor to drive the
tunnel rather than to let the same be driven by contract, and to give
the men a bonus, to be determined by the manager, for every foot driven
over and above a certain distance per month.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report would not be complete without mentioning Mr. Rees C.
Vidler, who organized the enterprise and has so successfully carried it
to its present point.
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Mr. Vidler is a thorough mining man and mine operator, and is
thoroughly familiar with all conditions existing in Clear Creek County,
where he has spent many years and made a great deal of money for himself
and his friends. He is also a recognized railroad engineer, and has
been instrumental in the construction of some of the greatest tunnels
of the United States. It has been written of Mr. Vidler that when,
during the years of financial depression, everybody was turning away
from Clear Creek County, he remained at his post and never lost his
courage and energy for a single moment, but always had "something bet-
ter" to offer in Clear Creek County. He has proved this over and over
again. The Company is. therefore, most fortunate to have its business
affairs in such able hands.

The possibilities of the enterprise are summed up as follows:
1. The property lies in the heart of one of the greatest mining

belts of Colorado.

2. The tunnel will cut some of the greatest veins of the district.
3. The tunnel site is the only feasible line over the pass.
4. The railroad can easily be extended from Silver Plume to Clear

Creek County entrance of the tunnel. part of which line is already
constructed.

5. The railroad can easily be continued from Keystone to the Sum-
mit County entrance of the tunnel. Most of this entire distance has
already been graded.

6. This line will shorten the distance from Denver to Leadville
by 75 miles and will cut the time from 7 to 8 hours.
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7. It will open up a new district and bring Leadville and its
low-grade ores within access of Georgetown and Denver.

8. It will attract thousands of tourists from all parts of
the world.

9. It will enable the whole district to carryon mining opera-
tions throughout the entire year.

10. It has all the advantages of becoming the most economical
railroad tunnel ever constructed.

• Mining Engineer.

------------------------
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